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1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and k be a field of prime characteristic p. All mo-
dules considered here are assumed to be finite dimensional over k. In [2],
Carslon introduced a certain condition on the cohomology ring of G to study
the structure of periodic modules by homological techniques. Let us denote
it by C(n), where n is a positive integer. If G satisfies O(ή)> then there are
homogeneous elements of degree n having an interesting property releted to his
notion of rank variety (see Section 3 for details). For a ^-group P, he showed
that there exists an integer n(P) such that P satisfies C(2ή(P)), And using
this, he showed that the period of a periodic kP-module divides 2n(P).
The purpose of this paper is to extend Carlson's results to an arbitrary
finite group G. In doing so, we shall give a stronger version of the condition
C(n), with a couple of equivalent conditions to it. Concerning Carlson's number
n(G) which can as well be defined for an arbitrary G, we shall prove that there
exist cohomology elements of degree 2n(G) satisfying our new condition, so that
G satisfies C(2n(G)). As an application of this result, we shall show that the
period of a periodic ftG-module divides 2n(G). As another application, we
also give a homoligical criterion for a AG-module to be projective. A similar
criterion has been given by Donovan [6], in response to a problem of Schultz
[9J.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we mention some preliminary facts needed in later argu-
ments. For a βG-module M, set ExtfG(M, M) = Σn;>0 Exc*G(M, M). If H is a
subgroup of G, then MH denotes the restriction of M to a &ff-module. First of
all, we prove the following general fact.
/ 2
Proposition 2.1. Let 0-^N^M^L^O and 0^N2-*M-?>L-+0 be exact
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sequences of kG-modules. If f-g factors through a protective kG-module Q, then
Proof. Suppose that a: M->Q and β: Q-*L give a factoriaztion of f-g
through the projective module O. Then we have the following two pull-back
diagrams:
II 1 1 / 3
where S= {(*, y)<=M®Q \ f(x)=β(y)},
II I l β
g
where T={{ocyy)^M®Q\g{x) = β{y)} Since f-g = β a, we can define u\
S—>T by u: (x,y)^>(x,y-a(x)). Then it is easy to see that u is a &G-isomor-
phism. Hence from S^N^Q and Γ^ΛΓ2φO, we have that ΛΓ i^Vg.
It is well-known that there is a natural isomorphism between Ext£G(&, k)
and HomkG(nn(k), k). So, for an element ψ in ΈxtnkG(k, k), we denote by yjr the
corresponding &G-homomorphism of Ωn(&) into k.
Let <α> be a cyclic />-group. Define the ^ <α>-homomorphisms ξ: Ω2(^)™
ft->/2 by I : Iι->1, and ξ: Ω(&)=Rad k<ά>-*k by ξ: (α—l)ι-»l. Then we have
the following (see, e.g., [5]):
(2.2) Extt<
β>(ft>ft) = ft[f]®A(O,
where fe[|] is the polynomial ring and A(ζ)=k+kζ. If |<^>|>2, then £ 2=0.
On the other hand, if |<Λ>| = 2 , then ζ2=ξ and so I®ζ2=ξ®\.
Let A be an abelian_p-grouρ and A=(β^}X ••• x(a
n
y be a direct product of
cyclic subgroups. It is well-known that θ : Extί<
βl>(&, &)® ®Extί<β|i>(&, ft)=
ExtίU(Λ,*) as fc-algebras (see [4]). Let & = θ ( / ® — θ f ί ® —®/) and ? f .=θ
(/® ®?{® ®/), where ξ\ and f{ are generators of Extf<β|.>(ft, k) as in (2.2).
Then we have the following:
Ext&(ft, Λ) - ftf^, -., ξ
n
] ® A(ζly .-, f . ) .
Let £ be the unique maximal elementary abelian subgroup of A> According
to the decomposition of A, we decompose E into the form E = ζjxly •••,#„>
with Λr$.e<Λf >. From this decomposition, we obtain
Λ, k) =
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wjere pt and η{ are defined similarly as ξ{ and ?, in the above. Then since
Ω
2(k)=k, we see that res<
β
.>i<x/>(?l )=p f . Regarding Extl<Λi>(k, k) as Hom«α, >, k),
we see that if \ζa{y | >py then res<β.>><x.>(£/)—0. Hence, using the argument of
the tensor product of complexes (see [4]), we have the following.
Lemma 2.3. With the above notations, we have that resAtE(ξi)=ρi for / = 1 ,
•••, n, rQs^ζ^O for |<Λf.>| >ρ and that resAfE(ζi)=Vi for | < ^ >| =p.
Here we recall the notion of a Bockstein element (see [8]). Suppose that
H is a normal subgroup of a finite group G of index/). A Bokcstein element cor-
responding to H is an element β in ExtfG(£, &) with infG/ίr>G(Exti(G/Jy)(ft, k))=
k'β. Note that /3 is unique up to scalar multiples.
REMARK 2.4. Let 0^>k->kH
G
->kH
G
-+k-^0 be the part of the minimal pro-
jective &(G/ϋΓ)-resolution of the trivial (^G/jfiΓ)-module to the second syzygy.
Then the above 2-extension represents a canonical generator in Έxtl(G/H)(k, k).
Thus the Bockstein element β can be represented by 0-*k->kff
G
-^>kff
G
-^k->0 as
a sequence of ΛG-modules. Furthermore, it is known that β can be defined as
the image under the Bockstein homomorphism of an element in ExtjG(ft, k) which
vanishes under the restriction map resGjy. If G is an elementary abelian ^-sub-
group and G=ζxyχH, then β can also be seen as a generator of the polynomial
subring of Extjfc(ft, k) which coiresponds to <#> in the decomposition G=<(x)>X
H.
Lemma 2.5. Let A be an abelain p-group and E be the unique maximal
elementary ablίan subgroup of A. Let H be a maximal subgroup of E and r be a
Bockstein element corresponding to H. Then there exists an element σ in ExtL(β, k)
such that res i 4 £(σ)=τ.
Proof. From Lemma 3.8 in [4], we have that, with the notation of Lemma
2.3, T belongs to k\p
ιy •••, pn]. So the result is clear by Lemma 2.3.
3. Carlson's condition
Let G be a finite group and k be a field of characteristic p>0. Let ψ be
an element in ΈxtnkG(k, k)^HomkG(Qln(k)> k). Following Carlson, we let Lψ be
the kernel of <$>: a\k)->k for ψφO. If ψ = 0 , let L
φ
=Ω
n(k)®n{k). Carlson's
condition is the following (which was originally defined in the case of j>-groups):
Carlson's condition: Let n be a positive integer. We say that G satis-
fies condition C(»), provided that for any maximal elementary abelian />-sub-
r
group E=(x
ι
, •••, x
r
y of G and for any element u
Λ
=\-\- Σ aj(xj—l) ( α = ( α y ) φ
, there exists an element ψ in ExtnkG(k, k) whose kernel Lψ is free as a
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REMARK 3.1. (1) The kernel Lφ of ψ is free as a &<X,,>-:module if and
only if resG)<MΛ>(ψ)Φθ (Lemma 3.9 in [4]).
(2) We may assume that k is an algebraically closed field. For, let K be
an algebraic closure of k. If G satisfies condition C(n) over K, then for any
element u* as above, there exists ψ in ExtnKG(Ky K) with rcsKGtKζUΛy(ψ)φ0.
Since ΈxtnkG(ky k)®K^ΈxinKG(Ky K), we may write ψ = Σ , 'Ψ1, ®Λ?i w i t n Ψ ; G
ΈxtnkG(ky k) and x^K. Then since res^G>Λ:<MΛ>(ψ)=Σ/ res*G>κ«Λ>(Ψί)®*ί> t h e r e
exists ψi such that reskGtk<tίΛ>(ψi)^0. That is, G satisfies condition C(n) over &.
(3) The condition C(ή) does not depend on the choices of generators of
E (cf. Section 6 in [3]).
Now, we consider the following stronger condition than Carlson's one.
Let ψly •••, ψt be elements in Ext
n
kG(ky k). We say that G satisfies condition C(ή)
with ψly •• ,ψ ί , provided that for any element uΛ as above, there exists i|rf in
iΨi> •"> Ψn\ whose kernel Lψ. is free as a &<w
rt)>-module.
Before proceeding further, we put down here necessary results for the "co-
homology variety". For a comprehensive treatment, we refer to [1] and [4].
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristicp>0. Let H*(G, K)=
ίK, K) if p = 2 and #*(G, K)= Σ E x t ^ ^ , K) if p>2. Then
ί) has an associated afiine variety FG(ίΓ) = Max(Jϊίiί(G, K)), which is the
set of all maximal ideals of i/*(G, K). Let Λf be a i£G-module and JG{M) be
the annihilator in ίί*(G, if) of ExtfG(M, M). The variety VG{M) of M is
defined as the subvariety of VG(K) associated to JG(M).
(3.2) Let E=(xly •••, xry be an elementary abelian p-growp and uΛ=l-\-
Σ α / ^ . - l ) , α=(α ; )Gi f r . For a K£-module M, let F r(M)={0} U {a<=Kr\
M<UΛ> is not free as a if <χ.>-
m
odule}. Then V
r
(M) is a subvariety of Kr, and
via J ^ i q ^ i Γ , we have that
Lemma 3.3. Let M and N be KG-moduIes.
(a) VG(M)= {0} if and only if M is protective.
(b) VG(M®N)=VG(M)ΠVG(N).
(c) For ψ<ELHι(Gy K), VG(Lφ)=V(ψ)y where F(ψ) is the variety of the ideal
H*{G, K) ψ. That is, VjG(Lψ) = VH*(G, K) ψ
Proposition 3.4. L ί^ n be a positive integer and ψly " yψt be elements in
if, K). 7%en the following are equivalent.
(1) G satisfies condition C(2ή) with ψly ---yy]rt.
(2) Lψj®---®^ is protective.
(3)
, for some 00}.
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Proof. By Chouinard's theorem ([4]), (2) holds if and only if ( L ψ ^ ®
Lφt)E is projective for every maximal elementary abelian ^-subgroup E of G.
Noting Lemma 3.3 and (3.2), we see that (L,^®---®^)^ is projective for every
Eiί and only if (1) holds.
By Lemma 3.3, (2) holds if and only if F ( ^ ) Π — Π V(ψt)= {0}. We recall
the fact that the point 0 in VG(K) is the maximal ideal Σ;>o ExtiG(G, K) ( Σ l > 0
Έxt]lG{KyK) for p>2) and that if p>2, the elements of odd degree in Ext$G
(K, K) are nilpotent. Then we see that F ( ^ ) Π ••• Π V(ψt)= {0} if and only if
(3) holds.
REMARK 3.5. If p—2y then for any positive integer n, the above proposi-
tion is also true for elements ψly •••, ψ, °f degree n.
4. The main theorem
As before, G is a finite group and k is a field of characteristic p>0. The
following definition is due to Carlson [2]:
DEFINITION 4.1. Let £ b e a maximal elementary abelian ^-subgroup of
G. Let AE be an abelian ^-subgroup of G which contains E and which has
maximal order among such subgroups. Define n(E)= \G: AE\ and n(G)=
L.C.M.E(Ξr {n(E)}> where Γ is the set of all maximal elementary abelian p-
subgroups of G.
The next theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a finite group and k be afield ofcharacteristic p>0.
Then there exist ΛJrlf '",ψt in Έx.X
2
k
n
G
{G)(k,k) such that L^
x
®*"®L^t is a projec-
tive kG-module.
We shall prove the theorem with a series of lemmas. The first one is an
analogue of a result of Quillen (see, e.g., Lemma 2.26.5 in [1]).
For g^G and a subgroup H of G, we write gH=gHg~1 and let gγ be the
conjugation con#, *H(y)^Exti(*#)(&, k) for y^ExίttkH(k, k). Let A be an abelian
^-subgroup of G, E be the unique maximal elementary abelian subgroup of A
and F b e a elementary abelian subgroup of A.
Let g be an element in G—NG(F). We consider the following diagram:
•A[)F,
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where X is a maximal subgroup of gF(*A (Ί F) which contains *A Π F, and W\X
is a complement to *F(M Π F)jX in * E/X Let M=g'1JV and L=g'\gF Π X).
Then M and L are maximal subgroups of E and F. Now let τGExt^(ft, &) be
a Bockstein element corresponding to M. Then we know that v=rcsEtF(τ)^
ΈxtkF(k, k) is a Bockstein element corresponding to L.
Lemma 4.3. Let A be an abelian p-subgroup of G and F be an elementary
abelian subgroup of A. Then there exists an element ψ in Ext^GG: A\k, k) such that
resGtF(ψ) is a product of Bockstein elements.
Proof. We write N=NG(F) and let {gvg2, " ,gn} be a set of representa-
tives for the right cosets of N in G, with ^ = 1 .
As before, let E be the unique maximal elementary abelian subgroup of A.
Let L
x
 be a maximal subgroup of F and MX\LX be the complement to F\LX in
E\LX. For the maximal subgroup Mλ of E, let τι^Ext
2
kE(ky k) be a Bockstein
element corresponding to M
v
 Then we see that v1=-rtsEtF(τ1)^Ext2kF(k, k) is a
Bockstein element corresponding to L
v
 For each £, ( i>l), we denote by τ, G
Έxt2kE(k,k) and Vi&ΈxtlF(k,k) the Bockstein elements corresponding to Mf and
Li respectively. Then by Lemma 2.5, there exists an element σ{ in ΈxtlA(k, k)
such that r e s ^ σ ^ T , for ί = l , 2, •••,». Now, define σeExtϊliG:JV|(A,Λ) by
σ
=
σ i σ2 σn. Then, for £, ( i>l) , we have that
= 0.
Let x be an element in G—N. So x=ugj (weiV, ι > l ) and we have
= 0 .
Therefore by the Mackey decomposition theorem for the norm map (Propo-
sition 2 in [7]), we have
resG,FnormΛ,G(l+σ) =
So, if ψ denotes the homogeneous part of highest degree of norm i4>G(l+σ),
we have
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=
χ
 ΠMreV/V) = J μ Π res,£ / τ , )
= Π
JfΓf
Here *i/, is a Bockstein element corresponding to xLh and ψ belongs to Extl
!
G
G : Λι
(ky k). This completes the proof of the lemma.
The next result is Lemma 4.2 in Okuyama-Sasaki [8]. For the convenience
of the reader, we give here a proof to it.
L e m m a 4.4. Let H be a normal subgroup of G of index p and β be a non
zero Bockstein element corresponding to H. If a kG-module M is projective as a
kH-module, then L
β
®M is a projective kG-module.
Proof. By Remark 3.6, we see that β can be represented by Q-*k-*>kHG-*
kff
G
->k->0. Then we have a commutative diagram:
0
i
i
\\k) -*
iβ
k ->
i
0
0
i
Kerλ
i
Pi
ix
kB
G
i
0
0
i
Λ
 -*• K e r λ 0
1
- Po
1 | λ .
o
0 .
-*o
-»k
II
where PQ and Px are the projective covers of k and Ω(&). By tensoring this
diagram with M, we find readily that L
β
®M is projective, since kHG
is projective.
Lemma 4.5. Let M be a kG-module. For
(Λ^  Λ), suppose that L
Ίχ
®M and Ly2®M are projective kG-modules. Thet
M is a projective kG-module.
Proof. If 7i and γ 2
 a r
e non-zero, then, as is given in the proof of Theorem
8.5 in [4], there exists an exact sequence:
0 -* ΩΛ(LY2) -> ZY lγ20(ρrojective ΛG-module) -» LΊχ -> 0 .
Tensoring this sequence with M, we see that L
Ίl^2®M is projective. If rγι=
or γ 2
=
θ > ^ e n the assertion is immediate from the definition of L
Ίi.
Lemma 4.6. Let ψeExΐ*G(&, k) and H be a subgroup of G. Then (Lψ)H
L
τeSQtB(#)@(projective kH-module).
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Proof. We have Ω\k)B=Ω\kB)ξBQ with a projective feff-module Q. If
r=resC i J y(ψ)Φ0, then let h: Ωn(k)H=an{kH)@Q-+kH be the &iί-homomorphism
defined by (w, ZU')\-+<Y(ZV) for w^Ω,n(kH), W'^LQ. By the definition of the re-
striction map, -ySrQ»(kB)=t9' Thus ψ—h is a projective kH-map and so by Pro-
position 2.1, (Lψ)#=£res0.fl(ψ)θ(? If resGfJy(iir)=0, ^ follows from Lemma 8.1
in [4] that (Lψ)^^ΩM(^)0Ω(^)Θ(ρrojective &#-module). This completes the
proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. It suffices to show that given an elementary abelian
^-subgroup F of G, there exist ψly *-yψr in ExίfG
(G)(&, A) such that ( I ^ Θ
®Lφ
r
)F is a projective feF-module. For, if this is shown, then consider all those
ψly •• ,Λ|r/eExtjfeG(G)(&,β) taken over the elementary abelian ^-subgroups of G.
Then by Chouinard's theorem, we have that Lψ1®"-®L^>t is a projective kG-
module.
We now prove the above assertion by induction on | F | . If F is cyclic,
then our assertion has been proved in Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6. So we may assume
that F is non-cyclic and that there exist elements ψ2y •••, ψr in Extlc
(G)(^ k) such
that (Lψ2® ®Lψr)L is projective for every maximal subgroup L of F. Now,
Lemma 4.3 implies that there exists an element ψ^ in Έxt2k
n
^
G)(k} k) such that
resG,F(^i) is a product of Bockstein elements. Then by our assumptions and
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, we see that L
τes&F^1)®(Lrp2®'"®L}pr)F is a projective kF-
module. So from Lemma 4.6, we see that (Lψ1®Lψ2® ®Lψr)/r is projective.
5. Applications
Let G be a finite group, k be a field of characteristic p>0 and K be an
algebraic closure of k. Let n(G) be the integer given in Definition 4.1. Then
Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 4.2 yield:
Corollary 5.1 (Periodicity of periodic modules). The period of a periodic
kG-module divides 2n(G).
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, there exist ψ
v
 ••ViheExtiG
(G)(&J k) s u c h t h a t
L^® •• ®Lψ/ is projective, so that VG(LΨικ® ••-®Lhκ)=VG(LφJ<s>I®- -®Li,t<SS)I)=
{0}. Then the assertion is followed by the same argument as in the proof of
Theorem 8.7 in [4].
Corollary 4.7 (Criterion for a module to be projective). A kG-module M
is projective if and only if Extj&(G)(M, M)= {0}.
Proof. If ExtfeίC)(M, M)= {0}, then Ext^G )(ΛF, Mκ)= {0}. Taking ψ19
•••, ΛJrt^Έxt
2
k
n
G
iG)(k,k) as in Theorem 4.2, we have from the assumption that
, ψt®IeΞExt
2
κ
T\K, K) annihilate ExtfG(M', Mκ)y so that VjG(Mκ)
••, ψt®I) Then from Proposition 3.4, we see chat \/jG(Mκ)=
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) , that is, VG(MK)={0}. Therefore by Lemma 2.3, Mκ is pro-
jective and so M is projective.
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